Orthoconic antiferroelectric liquid crystals (OAFLC) 
Introduction
Ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLC) and antiferroelectric li− quid crystals (AFLC) are very interesting from scientific point of view, because of their unique physical properties and fast electro−optical response. As far the quality of align− ment, hence the optical uniformity of obtained structures is a factor hampering their successful application. Because of a strong influence of boundary surfaces on FLC and AFLC structures, usually a multidomain texture is created which deteriorates the contrast ratio [1, 2] .
The most promising materials for LC applications are OAFLCs [3] . Tilt angle for such materials is about 45°. The main advantage of these materials is that near perfect black state is easily achievable and does not depend greatly on quality of alignment [3] . OAFLC with helical supramolecu− lar structure unwound by surface action is optically isotro− pic for the light beam, at normal incidence to the cell walls. Such unwound structure of OAFLC one can call isotropic OAFLC (IOAFLC). Optical indicatrix of IOAFLC is repre− sented by an oblate sphere (ellipsoid of revolution) with its short axis perpendicular to cell walls [4] .
Here the question arises: "Is it possible to create isotro− pic AFLC (IAFLC)"? An effective refractive index of IAFLC should have the same value for the light beam prop− agating at each direction, hence the optical indicatrix should be a sphere.
We have investigated the refractive indices of orthogo− nal (SmA*) and tilted (SmC* and SmC A *) smectic phases experimentally and on the way of theoretical considerations [4] . Both refractive indices depend on the tilt angle and on the presence of helix inside the structure within a measuring cell.
We found that it is not possible (as far) to find IAFLC for unwound bookshelf−like structure but it seems to be possible when the helicoidal structure is not suppressed by cell walls action. As to obtain IAFLC at helicoidal structure, the mole− cular tilt should reach 54.3°. The only paper showing AFLC material with the tilt angle higher than 45°was published in 2004 in Ref. 5 where the tilt angle reaches value of 53°.
AFLC placed in the measuring cell can create two struc− tures: unwound structure (when the helicoidal supramolecu− lar structure is absent) and twisted one (when the helicoidal structure exists within the sample). Such structures are pre− sented in Fig. 1 . Usually, AFLC structures become un− twisted within thin cells (the cell gap should be smaller than the helical pitch of investigated AFLC in the bulk) due to interactions between liquid crystal molecules and specially prepared cell walls. If the cell is thick enough (the cell gap is bigger than the helical pitch of investigated AFLC in the bulk), the helicoidal structure is not suppressed by surfaces. The optical properties have been investigated for both, un− wound structure and twisted one.
Unwound structures in a planar cell
Due to a nearly free rotation of a single molecule around its long molecular axis in the SmA*, SmC* and SmC A * pha− ses, any single smectic layer can be described, to the first approximation, by the same optical indicatrix. The shape of indicatrix is the same but directions of the long n E and the short n OA axes are changing. n OA and n E denoted ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, respectively. The value of n OA can be calculated according to the following formula n n n
where n O1 and n O2 refractive indices can be defined as fol− lows. The refractive index n O1 is experienced by a light beam polarized in perpendicular to the tilt plane and it is slightly bigger than the refractive index n O2 experienced by the light beam polarized in the tilt plane (see Fig. 2 Fig. 2 , one can see the scheme of optical indicatrix and the definitions of the refractive indices n O1 , n O2 , and n E . Let us define 0xyz -laboratory coordinate system related to the measuring cell and 0x¢y¢z¢ -molecular coordinate system, connected with optical indicatrix and 0x²y²z² -smectic layer coordinate system, related to the smectic layer. Laboratory coordinate system 0xyz is constant in the space, while layer coordinate system 0z²y²z² changes from layer to layer ac− cording to the rotation of the tilt plane along the direction of the smectic layer normal. Molecular coordinate system 0x¢y¢z¢ varies with respect to rotation of director (optical axis) in the layer. When the polarization of the incident light beam is par− allel to 0z (0z²) axis (vertical polarization), so−called, the parallel refractive index n || experienced by it can be calcu− lated using formula
Simultaneously, for the incident light beam polarized in perpendicular to the layer normal (horizontal polarization) one can calculate the perpendicular refractive index nû sing the equation
where q stands for the tilt angle. Assuming that the tilt angle q is equal to zero (in case of SmA* phase), the relations n n E || , = n n Ô = 2 are true. The parallel refraction index n || equals perpendicular refraction index n^for the tilt angle q equal to 45° [3] n n n n n n n
In that case, the optical indicatrix adopts a shape of the oblate sphere where the extraordinary refractive index n O1 is smaller than the ordinary one ¢ n O . Finally, the medium is characterized by the negative optical anisotropy of the refractive index
Moreover, the optical axis of the considered medium is perpendicular to the tilt plane [3] . Here, the question comes up: Is it possible to achieve D ¢ = n 0? It means that the medium characterized by the sphere−like optical indicatrix is expected. Results of calculations performed on the basis of chosen values of refractive indices, presented in Table 1 , confirm such a possibility. First of all, to make a chance to create sphere−like optical indicatrix, the refractive index n O1 must be higher than n O2 one.
Investigations of smectogenic liquid crystals conducted until now do not provide any example of LC phase charac− terized by the desired ratio between n E and n OA . The diffe− rence between n E and n OA is too high in comparison with difference between n O1 and n O2 refraction indices so far.
Let us consider the properties of expected IAFLC phase. According to the model proposed by Dunmur [6] a few years ago, molecules can be described by quite flat, well packed bricks. This model has been elaborated to explain the influence of molecular shape on the value of spontane− ous polarization in FLC. When brick−like molecules are well packed (like books on the shelf), the refractive index n O1 should be significantly larger than n O2 (see Fig. 3 ). A structure of SmC A * phase with quite large spontaneous polarization seems to be a good example.
The molecular rotation around the long molecular axis depends on molecular shape [7] . The larger the steric bia− xiality (it means brick is more flat), the rotation is more hindered, hence the spontaneous polarization becomes higher [7] .
From theoretical considerations described above, one can conclude that the studying of bent−core molecules seems to be the most promising way of elaborating IAFLC. This is because bend−shaped molecules are of a flat shape and can fill the molecular volume of a brick−like shape much effective than rod−like molecule (see Fig. 4 ). 
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Twisted structures
When the helical structure exists in the cell and smectic lay− ers are perpendicular to cell walls, the director of a single smectic layer rotates from layer to layer and the tilt plane rotates as well. Let us assume the angle of the tilt plane rota− tion W (see Fig. 5 ). The additional assumption will be that helical pitch is shorter than a wavelength of incident light beam. For calculations of n || and n^refractive indices for vertical and horizontal light polarization one can use aver− aged ordinary refractive index n OA , Eq. (1).
To calculate the effective refractive index n^for the light with horizontal polarization plane (parallel to smectic layer), we have to integrate Eq. (3) for all values (from 0 to 2p) of the angle W (see Fig. 5 )
where n L is identical with the value of n^for unwound struc− ture [see Eq.
For the vertical polarization of incident light beam, the refractive index n || is calculated from the same equation as for the untwisted structure [see Eq. 
The value of the parallel refractive index n || is identical for twisted and unwound structures.
Numerical calculations
Both the refractive indices n || and n^of twisted medium can be found numerically. One can calculate, that for the tilt angle of q = 54.3°n || is identical with n n Ô = ¢¢ (see Fig. 10 ).
In Fig. 6 , the results of calculations for refractive indices as functions of tilt angle are presented for both, twisted and untwisted structures. In case of twisted state, both refractive indices; parallel n || and perpendicular n^are of the same value when the tilt angle q T = 54.3°. As it was shown before [4] , in case of unwound structure, both the refractive indi− ces: n || and n^equals for q UT = 45°. It is worth to underline, that the angles q UT and q T depend neither on birefringence nor on absolute value of n E and n OA (n O1 , n O2 ).
Conclusions
IAFLC with isotropic refractive indices can be obtained in two different ways. The first method concerns unwound structure within the cell. For this point of view there is a need of the synthesis of special molecules creating OAFLC materials. The molecules building up the phase should be very asymmetric sterically. For such molecules, the optical indicatrix should be very flat in n O2 direction and thick in n O1 direction. According to Dumnur's model of molecule, it would be a very flat brick. Tilt angle for IAFLC would be in this case q = 45°. It seems that banana−like mol− ecules are very promising materials to build IAFLC [8] .
The second way of obtaining IAFLC assumes the twisted structure of AFLC. In this case, one does not need molecules of special shape, but a very large tilt angle of 54.3°is demanded. To authors best knowledge, there is no announcement about AFLC exhibiting the tilt angle approaching 54.3°but two concerning siloxane bend core dimeric compounds [5, 9] .
In Figs. 7-10, the particular cases are presented. Fi− gure 7 illustrates optical properties of classical AFLC with unwound helix. Optical axis is along smectic layer nor− Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 1, 2011 P. Perkowski 37 Fig. 5 . Because of the tilt plane rotation, effective value of nĉ hanges from n OA to n L . When the tilt angle q increases, the upper limit n L increases, whereas lower limit n OA does not change. Inci− dent light beam enter the sample along 0y axis. 0xyz laboratory co− ordinates system, 0x²y²z² coordinates system connected with the smectic layer. 0z axis is identical with 0z² axis. mal and parallel to cell walls. Here n EA > n OA . The phase is optically anisotropic regardless of external electric field action. Figure 8 concerns unwound OAFLC (with q = 45°) structure. Optical axis of this medium is parallel to smectic layers and perpendicular to cell walls where n O1 < ¢ n O , hence Dn < 0. Such a case was discussed earlier [3] . It becomes optically isotropic under action of the external electric field. Figure 9 refers to the concept considered in this paper. The IOAFLC is unwound by cell walls and the medium is fully optically isotropic for every direction of the light beam. It can be true for special bent−core molecules with the large optical biaxiality dn O . Figure 10 presents the second case discussed in the paper. The helix exists in the medium and medium is fully optically isotropic without affection of the external electric field. The model of the IAFLC medium obtained due to induc− tion of extremely high molecular tilt within anticlinic smec− tic phase, exceeding significantly the value of 45°seems to be a very promising solution for elaborating the advanced displays and photonic devices and would possibly open new technological ways for fabricating high−end, low−cost pro− ducts.
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